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AMERICA'S OLDEST EVENING SESSION COUEGE NEWSPAPER November 28, 1983 
FOURTH CHANCELtOR 
OF CUNY IS INAUGURATED 
BY BEVERLEY DOUGLAS 
It as a cold and windy day outside. Yet 
in ide, A ery Fisher Hall at Lincoln Center 
was filled with warmth and much color, as 
the fourth chancellor of the nation's largest 
urban university, Joseph S. Murphy was 
maugurated on November 14. 
ed by dith B Everett, Vice Chair­
p son of the Boa r d  of Trustees,  and 
girand marshal for the event, the color­
ful procession consisted of academicians 
from around the nation as well as politi­
cians and members of the clergy. 
The City University of ew York which 
was founded in 1847 has an enrollment of 
180,000. It consists of nine senior col­
leges, seven community colleges, one 
technical college, a graduate school, a 
la, school and an af f i l iated medical 
chool. The Chancellor is the University's 
chief academic and administrative officer 
and he I responsible for executing poli­
cies of the Board of Trustees. 
A Unique! Qualified Educator 
Born in ewark, ew Jersey in 1933, 
Joseph Samson Murphy, attended the 
Uni\ersity of Colorado, Olivet College in 
Michigan and the University of orth 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. He received a 
Master' degree and a Ph.D. in Social and 
Political Philosophy from Brandeis Univer­
sity. 
A former President of Bennington Col­
lege in ermont from 1977 to June, 1982, 
and President (emeritus) of Queens College 
from 1971 to 1977, Dr. Murphy served in 
the Caribbean and in Ethopia as Director of 
the Peace Corps from 1968 to 1970. He has 
also served as a Special Assistant, Office of 
the Secretary of Health, Education and 
1elfare in ashington, D.C. and for a 
year, from 1967-1968, as Associate Direc­
tor Uob Corps, in the Office of Economic 
Opportuni • also located in ashington, 
D.C.l. 
di tinguished scholar, Dr. Murphy ho 
succeeds the late Robert J. Kibbee, has 
authored se eral books, among them, 
The Theory of Universals in Eighteenth 
Century British Empiricism, and Political 
Theor,: A Conceptual Analysis. 
At the ceremony - vhich was filled with 
pomp and bra fanfares provided bv the 
Hunter College Brass Ensemble - James P. 
\.1urph . Chairperson of the Board. prais-
ed the chancellor. According to Mr. Mur­
phy, "We have taken pride in you as a 
uniquely qualif ied educator, and as a 
unique personality. The Chancellor," 
James Murphy said, "brings wis dom 
and grace, strength and resolut'ion and 
educational insights to the City Univ.er­
sitv." 
The University, according to James Mur­
phy, is much more than an association of 
colleges. "This university," he said, 
"represents an idea and in my view this 
university represents an idea whose time 
has come. Our idea is opportunity, our 
idea is upward mobility, our idea is social 
justice and education. Our idea is service 
to our city and state. We are the people's 
university." 
Other praises were heaped upon the 
Chancellor by Mayor Edward I. Koch who 
said that "CUNY is the crown jewel of 
the ew York City educational system." 
Stanley Fink, Speaker of the Assembly also 
spoke. A letter from Alfonse M. D'Amato, 
United States Senator of New York State 
was read. Noticeably absent from the cere­
monies was Governor Cuomo, who sent 
a letter which was read by James Mu�phy. 
Melvin Lowe, chairperson of the Univer­
sity Student senate, brought "warm greet­
ings from the 180,000 students of the 
City University, including 10,000 newly 
registered voters." He expressed optimism 
in that "in one short year (as chancellor), 
you have brought hope to our university, 
and in the years ahead we will work with 
you to achieve the goals and aspirations of 
the students." 
Our Public Schools Need Prayers 
Keynote speaker, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. 
the Pulitzer prize winning historian and 
former special assistant to Presidents Ken­
nedy and Johnson attacked the Reagan Ad­
ministration. In his address, Mr. Schlesinger 
said that "President Reagan has proposed 
prayers in the public schools and tuition tax 
credits in the private schools." He con­
tinued, "our public schools need prayers, I 
guess." 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
The honorary degree of Doctor of 
Humane Letters as awarded to Sir Isaiah 
Berlin, an eminent English political scien­
tist. Describing him as "a son of Russia who 
has made England his home and the Col-
Continued on Page 8 
CITY COLLEGE ALUMNUS SHARES THOUGHTS 
BY RICK HILL 
Over the years, Harold Epstein, Na­
tional Director of Development at He­
brew Union College, has had a sporadic 
but interesting relationship with City 
College and Baruch College. 
First, he attended City College during 
the depres s ion, m ajoring in H i s tory. 
"The education that I got at City College 
was as good as you can get anywhere,'' 
explains Epstein about his years as an 
undergraduate. "I believed it then and I 
believe it now." As he sees it, he was 
just "a lower middle class boy from the 
Bronx who went to school." 
Commemorating 30 Years of Baruch College 
Last of a Three Part Series 
Epstein, as an adult, however, was not make most people like him. Some peo-
just  a plain man on the s treet. A f ter pie, though, didn't l ike him. Mos t  of 
graduation he pursued post-graduate those were put off by his  very s trQng 
studies a t  Columbia University and ego, if not by what they would call his 
then, served in World War 11. It was not vanity." As  a result of this close relation-
until 1950, though, that he came in con- ship with Bernard Baruch, Harold Ep-
tact with City College again. At this time stein became at times involved with City 
he had been researching for Pulitzer College. From the beginning Epstein 
Prize-winning Historian Herbert Egar.- discovered that Baruch was very much 
Througl': his association, Epstein was involved in the welfare of the college. 
recommended to be Bernard Baruch's "Baruch took inordinate pride in being 
personal assistant, where he remained an alumnus·(of City College)," Epstein 
until Baruch's death in 1965. says. "He came to believe, whether it is 
"We were very, very close," Epstein true or not, that if he hadn't gone to City 
describes his relationship with Bernard College he would not have gotten an 
Baruch. "He was a complex man, a t  education. He credited City College with 
t imes generou s  and open, but he also the fact  that he got a fine education and a 
could be pretty tight and closed. He had free education that he might not have 
a great gift of charm and grace and could Continued on Page JO 
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PROSPECTS FOR CUNY GRADUATES STILL GOOD 
BY RICK HILL 
Good news! Even during the recession 
when most college students feel that job 
opportu0,ities after graduation are non­
existent, prospects for City University 
graduates are not so bleak, according to a 
recent study - "Persistence and Achieve­
ment: The June 1981 Graduates from The 
City University of New York" - by the Of­
fice of Institutional Research and Analysis. 
Of the June 1981 graduates over two­
thirds were working full-time one year after 
graduation and less than six percent of the 
graduates were unemployed (neither wor�­
ing nor pursuing further education). But not 
only were they employed full-time, over 
three-fourths of those graduates felt 
satisfied with their jobs. They also earned 
an average of $16,477. Of the graduates 
with Bachelors' degrees over two-thirds 
of those working full-time held positions 
in the professional and managerial/ad­
ministrative level. 
In addition, 1981 CUNY graduates ap­
parently have high educational aspirations: 
Over half have returned to college for some 
post-graduate study. However, they are 
career oriented. These graduates are more 
likely to be enrolled in professional or 
business programs. 
According to this study, these numbers 
are even more significant because of the 
students they represent. "Minorities are 
represented among City University 
graduates at about three times the national 
average: Almost 50% of Associate and 32% 
of Bachelors graduates. Also, women are a 
majority (61% of the graduates)." Com­
pared to their parents most of the 1981 
graduates are upwardly mobile. Over two­
thirds came from homes where neither 
parents attended college. 
This study, also, reveals that these disad­
vantages on the average lengthened the 
time in college for the 1981 graduate. 
"Almost 75% of Associates and 50% of 
Bachelors took longer than traditional 'on­
time' period to earn their degree." 
A similar study was conducted in 1979. 
In com pa. 'son to that study Chancellor 
Joseph S. Murphy says that this "new 
(1981) report essentially confirms the 
results of the earlier study." So, CUNY 
graduates are doing extremely well and 
consistently well. Iii 
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Evening Session Student Organizations 
An investment tip 
BY LINDA S. LUKAS 
On December 1, the Evening Student 
Session Assembly will sponsor a Club Fair .. 
Marie Sye, President of the E,S.S.A., has 
proposed a policy _of a·more personal ap­
proach in fostering the growth of com­
munication among evening students and 
the government that represents· them, as 
well as the organizations.available to them. 
The Club Fair, to be held in the Globus 
Lounge on the 17th Floor of the 46 East 
26th Street building from 6:00 p.m. until 
9:30 p.m., is the first step in an outreach ef­
fort that has been long 0verdue at Baruch 
College. 
future associations as well as forums for 
ideas. 
Time is of value to .every student at this 
school and should be wisely allocated. The 
Club Fair is one small investment .the 
E.S.S.A. encourages every student to make 
on December 1.-You are cordially invited 
to express your opinion, meet your govern­
ment representatives, share your ideas �nd 
interests and get the answers to some ques­
tions you have about how decisions affec­
tiRg your academic;: life are made. I hope to 
see you there. • 
Developing Leaders Today­
For Tomorrow 
The Fair will bring together for the first 
time, all Baruch evening student organiza­
tions in a joint effort to promote student 
unity and participation. Evening students 
will have the opportunity to find out more 
about the student collectives that provide 
services and special events to the general 
student body. Among the participating 
organizations ·will be: A.S.P.A., (The 
American Society of Personnel Administra­
tion) B.L.A.C.K., (Black Liberation through 
Active C�llectiveness and Knowledge) 
J.S.O., (Tt,e Jewish Students Organization;) 
The National Association of Black Accoun­
tant.s; The. New German Club; THE 
REPORTER; and Signia Alpha Delta. Marie 
Sye and. members of the E.S,S.A. will be 
present to talk about the evening student 
BY CHARLES F. LYLES 
Director, Evening and Graduate 
Student Services 
According to some of h is  teachers,
and many of his classmates who com­
peted with him for grades and honors, 
Martin Luther King, Jr., one of only two 
Americans to be honored with a national 
hol.iday, was active in student ·affairs as 
.an undergraduate long before circum­
stances propelled him reluctantly into 
Mural-on-five contest 
"only 3 can be the best on 5 " 
BY KAREN MARltB 
Assistant Director 
·. the National s potl ight and on into
government. history. His personal skills in oratory, 
Perhaps more than any other group at negotiations, tactical planning and his 
Ba·ruch, evening students are the least ac- ability to find the common denominator 
cessible and the most misinformed about among people of var ious races, rel-
who represents them and what is available igions, c lasses, and  both sexes were 
to them. For example, few students know honed on the cam·pus of Morehous e  
that the E.S.S.A. is. a branch o f  student College in the early fifties, about the 
government and that The E.S.S.A. sponsors . tim·e Bernard M. Baruch' s n ame was 
and oversees activitfes organ'ized by being attachei:l· to-ffis alma· mater� ""be-
students, Members represent the entire cause of Mr. Baruch's leadership. 
evening student body on n·umerous boards Caspar Weinburger, Ronald Reagan's 
and committees that, in conjunction with S ecretary of Defense, according to a 
faculty and administration, influence im- cover story appearing in a recent edition 
portant functions at Baruch. Membership is of the New York Times' Sunday supple-
open to any interested �tudent. ,'\pplicants m·ent, cut his ideological teeth as Pres-
may be.voted in after applying for member- ident of the student government at Har-
ship and attencjing a required number of vard durin g the New Deal. Getting 
meetings. These meetings· are always elected student body president at a time 
advertised in The Reporter on page 2. They when his  republicanism was not in 
are also posted outside Room 509 of the vogue.among h i s  peer s or profes sors 
26th Street Building. The E.S.S.A. maintains suggests that Weinburger must have 
an active office in that room which is open compensated for h is  political heresy 
every evening until 8:00 p.m. Interested with other q·ualities that endeared him 
students are encouraged to drop in. to the Harvard student electorate. That 
H·ere's an opportunity for three Baruch 
students to win $150.00 each by activating 
their creative, artistic talents toward 
designing murals for the 5th Floor Cafeteria 
in the 26th Street building. The Day, Even­
ing and Graduate student governments are 
co-sponsoring this' artistic· endeavor by 
allocating the award money .. 'Educational 
Refreshments, Inc., under the management 
of Mr. Jay Roth, is a co-sponsor con­
tributing the wall space and financial sup­
port toward the purchase of paint supplies. 
Stuclents are responsible-for proviping--all-.:.... 
brushes and tools necessary t9 complete- ·  
every aspect o f  the mural painting process. 
This project has been developed by the 
Office, of Evening and Graduate Student 
Services to stimlilat� student i"nterest and 
generate personal involvement and par­
ticipation. By drawirig students together in 
a creative effort to express themselves 
while beautifyi_ng their educational en­
vironment, we look forward to receiving an 
array of detailed .color sketches (on paper 
NO LESS than 8½" x 14" in dimension) 
from which ,a Selection Committee will 
pick the "3" winning designs. Judgement 
will focus upor:1 CONTE:-JT CONGRUENCY 
with regard to theme,and the college en­
vir.onment, CREATIVITY and COLOR. 
Once approved, the students who submit­
ted the winning sketches will be ·responsi­
ble for transferring the imagery to a 
designated wall of the cafeteria. 
Students will select ONE of the following 
three t"1emes upon wnich they may base 
their mural designs: 
1. "THE BARUCH EXPERIENCE" 
2. "SHADES OF SPRING" 
3. "FOOD FOR THOUGHT" 
--�al ';�:l��t- ;;;,lica--;,t �List co�piif;-a" 
Contest Application Form in the Office df 
Eve./Grad. Student Se:_vices-Room 
529/527 of the 26th building prior to su0-
mitting his or her sketches. ihe DEADLINE 
for submission of sketch entries is 
December 19, 1983,; the Selection Commit­
tee will meet 12/20/83 to determine the 
winning designs and painting will be 
scheduled in January 1984 while classes are 
not in session. For further details contaet 
Karen Marlib, Project Coordinator at 
725-3385. 
DON'T DELAY- ENTER TODAY! 
Good Luck 
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hop� to dispel is how clubs and other even- belief that a strong military defense was 
r. ing'6rganizations are formed. Thes_e groups required, no doubt, energized his  progress, career planning, feelings of 
are not appointed. Students organize them. decision to join the U.S. Armed_forces helplessness, and activities thaLare fun 
They are supported by, arid are an integral in res i s t ing the Axis  powers during and recreational. "What's it all about?" 
part of a lively evening student coalition. World War II, and his  subsequent It  is about developing leaders who can 
Any group of ten or more students with a career in law and politics. think and therefore communicate orally, 
common interest or goal may apply for The f act the the "leaders of to- in writing and interpersonally; it's about 
E.S:S.A. support to create an organizati0n. morrow" are being trained today - in students who get good grades because 
The group is required to present a charter and' out of the classroom - may be a they study hard - all the better prep-
stating their mission, plan of operation and trite expression; nonetheless, it is a fact aration for the hard problems to be · 
,membership requirements. It should be that is. either too often taken for grant- solved "out there." It's about .creating · 
kept in mind· that any membership re- ed, and therefor� given inadequate relationships that will allow us to con-
quirements must be accessible to all even- attention, or bur ied in the hyperbole tinue growing while giving ourselves, 
ing students. as sociated with commencement add- mind, body, and soul to others. 
'fhere is also a general misconception r e s ses.  A t  a time. when colleges like 
that activities such as these organizations B�ruch. are challenged with the task cif 
are elementary to the adult student. It is effectively, perhaps even innovatively, 
often said that an evening student doe$ not preparing s t uden t s  to become em-
. reap rewards that warrant the investment of ployees in a free enterprise economy, a 
Editor's Note: Mr. Lyles is a graduate of Morehouse Col-
lege and grew up in M.L. King's neighborhood, 
time required for such activities. But there sobering fact to be seriously considered Evening 
are few among us who would deny that in , is the need to insure that students who Recreational Hours 
the business world cultivating social rela- see themselves as leaders are able to 
Ending Thursday Dec. 22 tionships is as important as knowledge and supplement curricula requirements with 
Weight Rooms: Tues. 7:30_9:30 productivity on the job. Nor would many opportunities for le_adership devel.op-
Thurs. 8:30_9:45 disagree that networking provides personal ment. 
contacts that benefit the individual in pro- In the off ice of Evening and Graduate Gymnasium! Tues. 9:00-9:45 
viding opportunities and career options. Student Services, the development of Thurs. 8:00-9:30 
Magazines, television and newspapers pro- leaders among our students is a primary Pool: Tues. 8:00-9:30 
claim the benefits of these commitments objective. I am often called on to write Proper Clothing must be worn in all 
regularly. The same principles apply within letters of recommendations to graduate 
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all said that the in. 
au uration wa "v ry impre si e, and a lot 
o ork " nt into 11." It , as, h said, "a 
d monstration that the people , ho know 
th City Uni er i , hold it in very high 
r gard." 
Dr. Henry \ ,Ison, Baruch's dean of 
tud nts sa,d he , a "1 ery pleased to be 
able to participate in uch an historic occa· 
ion as it is a once in a lifetime opportunity. 
A lot of sub lance as placed on Schles­
ing r's address and the need for continuing 
support of public education, especially at 
the level of the federal government and I 
think that Is right." Dean ilson said he 
, a especially impre sed by the 
Chane llor·s address. "It showed an 
under landing of CU Y students which 
goes far be and anything I have heard at 
uch a le,el e er before." 
St phen Morello, a spokesman for 
G01ernor Cuomo in Albany. said that the 
prim reason the Go ernor did not attend 
"as that the tale senate was returning to 
Albany on o emer 16 to act on a number 
of nominations which the Go ernor had 
ubmitted including that of Robert Kiley 
THE REPORTER Page 3 
CUNY BITS 
(n , IT A chairman) and that a m e11ng of 
th nat tak some pr paratIon. "It , a 
una 01dable, • Mr orello said. "It had 
nothing to do, ith r ports speculating on a 
lett r the Chancellor had written to the 
o rnor om um in the Spring on th 
qu lion o the budget reduction of CU Y. 
Th r is no truth to this. He simply could 
not atl nd." 
CU Y Seek Additional Funds for 
Child Care 
The City Uni ersity of ew York is mak­
ing a first-time request for $750,000 as a 
part of its fiscal 1984-85 budget request of 
$889.3 million. This first-time request will 
be to institute child-<:are on a university-
ide basis in order to help those students 
ith young children to attend college. Cur­
rently, the limited child care programs at 
ten of the colleges are being supported by 
the individual colleges through student ac­
tivities fees and according to CUNY's 
Chancellor's executive assistant, Jay Her­
shenson, "even cake sales." 
The CU Y budget proposal which hopes 
to increase its current budget by $117 .8 
million or 15.3 per cent, was presented on 
Wednesday, October 19th at a public hear­
ing by Chancellor Joseph S. Murphy. 
Reductions at Senior Colleges 
In August of this year, the Budget Office 
of the City University met with ad­
ministrators from the senior colleges, as 
well as the graduate center. The purpose 6f 
the meeting was to tell the administrators 
that 350 positions had to be cut by June of 
1984. 
Listed below are the number of lines the 
cu nior colleg s , ill 
1984. 
Baruch Coll ge 
Brooklyn 









Brooklyn College Graduate 
New Police Commissioner 












Benjamin Ward, the first Black to serve as 
ew York City Police Commissioner is a 
graduate of Brooklyn College. Ward 
graduated in 1960 with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree in Sociology. 
The new Commissioner of Police served 
23 years as a police officer, and in 1975, he 
was appointed State Commissioner of Cor­
rectional Services. Mr. Ward also served as 
chief of the City Housing Authority police 
and as Traffic Comissioner. 
New Vice Chancellor Meets 
With UFS Executive Committee 
CUNY's new Vice Chancellor for 
University Relations, Margaret Boepple, 
met with the Executive Committee of the 
Senate regarding "the importance of exter­
nal relations at CUNY especially during a 
period of fiscal austerity, the image of City 
University," which the Vice Chancellor 
hoped her office would be able to revise. 
According to the Vi·ce Chancellor for 
University Relations, her staff would be 
responsible for government relations, 
public r lations and rel tions with the 
m dia. Furth r, Miss Bo pple hop s to 
develop a corps of faculty exp rts who 
, ill appear in the media to discuss various 
news ubjects as they evolve. Miss Bo ppl 
has asked th S nate to provid her with 
n m s of faculty experts, having good 
relations with the media. 
New President for 
Medgar Ever soon? 
For over a year now, Medgar Evers College 
in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of 
Brooklyn has been without a president 
since Dr. Richard Trent, its former presi­
dent resigned. 
According to sources at the college, the 
troubled undergraduate CUNY college is 
close to getting a new president. Dr. Trent 
had resigned as a result of pressure put on 
him by students and some members of the 
community as well as the faculty of Medgar 
Evers. They had charged Dr. Trent with be­
ing insensitive to their needs. 
Finalists for the position of new president 
include Dr. Herman J. Blake, professor of 
Sociology and provost of Oakes College, 
Dr. Jay C. Chunn, dean of the School of 
Social Work at Howard Univers ity in 
Washington, D.C. and Dr. Gloria Joseph, 
professor of black studies and women's 
studies at Hampshire College in South 
Amherst, Massachusetts . .  
CUNY is now a member of ICPSR 
CUNY is now a member of the Inter­
University Consortium for Political and 
Social Research (ICPSR), a consortium that 
collects and disseminates social-science 
data. This is as a result of University Faculty 
Senate action. -Beverley Douglas 
NETWORKING ARRIVES 
AT BARUCH 
For The Innovative Business Student 
Baruch Entrepreneurial Society 
Invites You 
To Our Membership Drive 
Have Access To Prominent Entrepreneurs 
ALL MAJORS 
Featuring 
Alex Prim pea - National Association of Minority Entrepreneurs · 
Wine, cheese and hot & cold hors d'oeuvres will be served to 
appease your business appetite. 
Friday Decem·ber 2, 1983 
Baruch College, Faculty Lo�nge 
Room 522 
155 East 24th Street 
at 6:00 p.m. 
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If you are selfish - we �eed you 
· We have many openings and vye want selfis.h students. St�dents who do not 
want to work only o'ut of dedication, but to broaden their scope of knowledge. 
Here is an opportunity for you to gain practical experiences whi"le eqjoying your 
work at the same time. 
THE REPORTER needs writers: If you ar.e an experienced writer, fine. If not, 
we will train you. All we ask is that if you accept a commitment, you see it 
through. We need students to write advertising copies. If you are an advertising 
major, you will garner experience by assisting the Advertising Manager in the 
design of advertisements. We need you if you like proofreading. We need 
you if you like to take pictures. 
Working for THE REPORTER is a two way street - you benefit in many ways. 
Also, it is a great boost to a resume. Finally, for professionalism, join THE 
REPORTER. 
Come by and see us in Room 521 of the 26th Street building, or call us at 
725-7297. If you are selfish, you belong with THE REPORTER. 
The Thanksgiving Spirit. 
With the Thanksgiving festivities recently completed, the spirit of f amily 
unity and love is once again headed for the back burner; at least until the 
next holidays-Christmas. Then, it will be revived mostly due to the direc­
tives of commercialism. 
Let us keep the Thanksgiving spirit alive by extending it each day of  our 
lives. Let us give thanks every day. Let us remember those less fortunate, 
the poor and homeless, the sick and infirmed, the aged and the lonely. 
Thanksgiving should not represent a banquet on the last Thursday in 
November of each year, but should be the climax of a year-long tradition. 
The Haloed Bernie 
The Cafeteria 
Our Haloed Bernie goes to the Management of the Cafeterias. Under a new 
food service vendor, the cafeteria opened in September on the first day of in­
person registration. 
Since then,. we have noted that the cafeterias have been consistently clean. 
Tables are quickly cleared when dirty plates and cups h;we been deposited on 
them. The f loors are swept and usually f ree of litter. Overf lowing garbage 
cans are not discernible as they used to be when the former management, 
Taysteevend ran the cafeteria. Keep up the good work! 
Another reason for our Haloed Bernie to the management of Baruch's 
cafeterias, is that they are co-sponsoring a part of the prize. monies, as well as 
purchasing paint supplies for the mural competition "on fiv'e contest." 
Baruchians need people ·who believe in them and who are willing to make 
Baruch College a better place for all. Keep up the good work, Jay Roth and 
members of Educational Refreshments, Inc. 
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Grenada: Another View 
BY HORACE COX 
Now that the euphoria has subsided and 
Grenada is no longer a headline issue, 
perhaps an analysis of what took place can 
be done and some serious questions asked. 
, It is one thing to have condemnations 
and justifications. from opposite sides of 
the floor, but on what may we a·sk was 
the basis of the invasion justified? 
Several reasons have been given. One 
was that Grenada represented a security 
threat to the United States because of its' 
strategic location to major shipping lines. 
Led by communists "another Cuba" in the 
region was unthinkable. Grenada is 133 
square miles, slightly larger than Brooklyn 
with a population of 110,000. Could such 
an island be a real threat to the United 
States, given its size? 
Forget the issue of. size and examine its 
strategic importance. The new airstrip and 
extended pier made the island "danger­
ous," as the Soviets and Cubans could 
use these facilities to spread commun­
ism in the region. The general impres­
sion is that the Cubans were building the 
airstrip for such purposes. It seems h'igh­
ly improbable that this was true, con­
sidering that the medical school with 1,000 
American students was adjacent to the air­
port. Could St,Jch operations have taken 
place under the eyes of- the students 
without Wasliington being aware of this? 
The airport was said to be made ready for 
military use. Yet Plessey (a British con­
sulting firm working 'alongside oth_er 
western firms) has denied the airport was 
being made to military specifications. Con­
trary to popular thinking, half the financing 
for the construction of the airport came 
from·western European countries. A World 
Bank team had favorably viewed funding of 
the airstrip, but the U.S. had blocked the 
approval of funds to the Grenadian govern­
ment (as it did in several other world bodies 
such as the 1.M.F.) ' 
Anyone who is familiar with tlie Carib­
bean knows that many of the islands are 
poor countries, with high levels of 
unemployment and poor 'infractructure. 
They produce mainly primary agricultural 
goods (Grenada's prime export was spices) 
and depend heavily on tourism. Bishop it 
seemed, intended to revitalize the 
economy through tourism. Thus an ex­
tension of the airstrip was necessary to 
accommodate this. 
Another reason put forth was that the 
Eastern Caribbean states asked the U.S. to 
intervene. Upon further examination these 
island states did not act legally because 
under the treaty they invoked, the request 
has to be a unanimous decision by the 
member states. And, the country seeking 
help (in this case Grenada) must ask the 
other members to intervene. In this in­
stance, there was no unanimous request 
from all the member states. Some of the 
parties in the multinational force were not 
parties to the treaty (namely Jamaica and 
Barbados) and there was no request from 
the Grenadian government. Grenada had 
no air force or navy, so how could she 
represent a security threat or a destabil­
izing force to its neighbors? 
· Anbfher, 'View was· that -the country was 
,. 
heavily armed and it had the largest militia 
in that region. Was the arming of its. local 
militia justified? Let us examine the situa­
tion Bishop's government found itself in. 
Before the "real invasion/' the U·.S. had 
carried out mock rehearsals on Vieones 
Island, the U.S. base off Puerto Rico in 
1981 (see U.P.I. report of August 2, 1981) 
under the exact conditions in which the re­
cent invasion took place. In -view of this, 
was it unreasonable for the Grenadian 
government to arm·its militia, when it knew 
the U.S. was waiting for the right excuse to 
invade? Under international law, the U.S. 
had no legal basis for sending troops to 
Grenada, neigther the OAS nor the UN 
charters could be .used. 
So on to the only reason which may have 
been, justified - the issue of hostages, bear­
ing in mind what had happened in Iran. Ac­
cording to President Reagan, we got there 
"just in time," presumably to save the 
students or stop Grenada being totally con­
trolled by communists. The week prior to 
the invasion the U.S. c9nsuJate in Bar-bados 
asked the deputy head -in New York to go 
to Barbados and· ask the U.S. to intervene 
because the students were in danger. He 
refused as did the Chancellor who was 
located in Grenada, because they had 
received assurances from the new military 
leader that the students were in no danger. 
Over the weekend, two U.S. embassy 
counselors from Barbados landed in 
Grenada; on Monday before the invasion 
on Tuesday, a few students left by charter 
along with a few other visitors thus the air­
port was not closed off to traffic, The 
students must have been glad to see 
American troops save them, but not one of 
them has reported that they were physical­
ly threatened by the Grenadian military. In 
fact, their greatest threat was probably dur­
ing the time of the invasion when they 
could have been taken hostage because 
the rangers took some time finding them as 
the tourist maps they used were not very 
accurate. 
WHY THE DOUBLE-ST ANDARDJ 
If the U.S. government was interested in 
saving the Grenadians from communism, 
why did it refuse dialogue with the Grena­
dian government? When Bishop visited the 
U.S. over the summer, he was snobbed by 
the U.S. - he was allowed the privilege of 
talking with William Clark but was not 
treated as most heads of state are when 
they visit this coun\ry. 
It has been said that Bishop's government 
was illegal and trouble came to Grenada in 
March 1979. Implicitly Gairy's.government 
with its secret police and mongoose-gang 
style of repression was acceptable. Bishop's 
revolution was perhaps the only bloodless 
coup in history. Some people were detain­
ed true, but in any revolution peaploe are 
likely to lose property, certain freedoms, 
and their lives. There were also reforms, for 
the first time, education was made free up 
to the university level and there was free 
health care. 
<;:on-t-ir:111�� p,n;Pa_g_e 5, , ·; ·. , 
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Grenada: Anothe.r View 
Contmu '<.I from P 
Clearly an internal situation in Grenada 
had resulted in death, but can an invading 
fore u e that as a basis for occupying the 
country? One ould have thought that 
, 1th the "rescue mission" completed, U.S. 
fore , ould ha e evacuated by this, since 
oth r for ign forces had been e icted, leav­
ing the Caribbean force ro "take care of 
bu in s." 
One doe nOI doubt that chere are Grena­
dians who, r glad to see U.S. troops. As 
to, hether this was the overwhelming feel­
ing one is in doubt. However, it must be 
r ogniz d that those opposed to the inva­
sion are nor likely to oice their opinions if 
military force are e erywhere and there is 
the likelihood of detention if one was a sup­
port r of Bishop. It is clear that Bishop was 
v ry popular and that the people would 
ha e oppo ed any military intervention 
,, ere he ali e. Coard and his cronies ob­
viously mI calculated when they killed 
Bishop. 
The underlying fact remains that no ex­
t rnal force should ha e interferred in 
Grenada. 
There are reasons which seem plausible 
to e plain the President's decision to send 
troops to Grenada. The loss of liv2s after 
the e plosion in Lebanon , as about to put 
him under a lot of political flak. Another 
a the e ample of Mrs. Thatcher in the 
Falkland I lands and , hat it did for her 
election campaign. Considering the forth­
coming elections, this , as a great oppor­
tuni to get popular support. Since iet­
nam, American forces have not enjoyed 
uch a great , elcome since the e ents in 
Grenada, but it , as a hollow ictory when 
one con iders what happened. • 
JOI THE REPORTER 
For an Important Position: 
The Reporter needs members , ith im­
agination and a , ·11ingness to , ork. 
For a Readership of 5,000 
The Reporter is di tributed free to 
tudents and alumni of the ESS 
For a Great Time: 
Enjo , , or ·ing constructi el ith fellO\ 
members. See the results of ,our wor in 
each i ue of the Reporter. 
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Legal-Ease 
BY PROFESSOR WARRE HYMA 
com put r sci nee major at 11 T. So I 
must accept Bell's planation that 
carr ing one is a lif long habit. I just 
hope it doesn't become a college fad. 
"M friend, who wa also trying to 
catch this guy, passed me up and he got 
to the guy first," Bell said. "The guy 
started fighting my friend and me. 
� "That's when I stabbed him. I just 
� wanted to stop him. I didn't intend to 
� hurt him." 
i You stabbed him in the back, I point­
� ed out. And a number of times. 
�------------___,
t: 
Warren H. Hyman 
recently returned from a trip to 
Chicago While there, I had the occa­
sion to read an article written by Roger 
Simon in the November 10th edition of 
the CHICAGO SUN TIMES. Since I am 
a member of the Baruch College Fac­
ulty-Student Disciplinary Committee 
and inasmuch as I have presided over 
innumerable disciplinary trials as the 
Trial Commissioner for the New York 
City Department of Corrections, I 
thought I might share Mr. Simon's 
column with the Baruch community. 
The article below is reprinted with the 
permission of the LOS ANGELES TIMES 
SYNOICA TE that owns the copyrights 
to Mr. Simon's column. 
"I didn't even realize I had stabbed 
him," Bell said. "There was no blood 
on the knife afterwards. And the guy 
was able to get up. That's when the 
cops came. Somebody must have called 
them." 
ice going, somebody. I'm glad 
someone was able to figure out that 
calling the cops is often a good thing to 
do. 
Though Bell said he didn't realize he 
had stabbed someone, he did have 
enough wits about him to fold up his 
knife and drop it to the ground as soon 
as the men in blue arrived. I asked him 
why he did that. 
Well, I knew I shouldn't have stabbed 
the guy," he said. 
The police took a look at the guy, who 
turned out to be 16, and sa:id he was 
Stabber gets point of IIT probation hurt pretty bad and needed to get to a hospital. Then they asked Bell what had 
People often call me seeking for gone on. 
justice. "We caught him trying to steal my 
Some feel the police have given them car," Bell told the police. "I don't know 
a raw deal. Others feel the divorce who stabbed him." 
courts have been unfair. Still others are I asked Bell why he fibbed to the 
angry with life in general. cops. 
Theodore Bell, 19, called me with a .. , was scared," Bell said. 
unique complaint, however. Bell indicated that the cops didn't 
Some weeks ago, Bell stabbed a man exactly believe his story. And they 
six times in the back. And now Bell was _started talking tough to him, especially 
upset that his college had put him on after the stabbing victim fingered Bell. 
probations because of it. "So I told the cops what really hap-
"lt's not fair," Bell said. "I think it's pened," Bell said. "The cops were 
a bad deal." talking about arresting me for aggra-
Bell is a junior at the Illinois Institute vated battery, but they tore the charges 
of Technology, 10 W. 33rd St., where he up. I'm not charged with anything. But 
is studying computer science. the police cursed me out several 
IIT has a very good reputation, so I times." 
assume that to be a student there, Bell The 16-year-old was taken to Mercy 
must be reasonably intelligent. Hospital, where he stayed for the next 
I leave it to you to decide if he acted 15 days. The hospital told me he was 
that way: admitted in serious but stable condition 
"It was a Tuesday night and I was with six stab wounds in the back. He 
hungry, so I called my mom and she was later charged with attempted auto 
told me to come home and get some- theft and released in the custody of his 
thing to eat," Bell said. mother, according to I IT police. 
"I left the dorm with two friends and You could argue that if more potential 
I started walking to where my car was auto thieves got stabbed in the back, 
parked in the school parking lot. there might be less auto theft. 
"I saw my car moving. It's a 1975 On the other hand, if Bell had killed 
Delta 88. I don't know why somebody the kid, I·rn not sure the police would 
would want to steal it, but it's easy to have taken it so well. And I think both 
break into." sides can be happy the police showed 
Bell ran up to his car, which had now up when they did. 
stopped. The windows were a IU;tle About two weeks after the incident, 
frosted o er but he could see two fig- Bell got called in by James W. Vice, 
ures inside. One was behind the wheel dean of student life at IIT, and was told 
and the other was going through the he was being placed on indefinite 
glove compartment. probation. 
As soon as the two figures saw Bell, It wasn't a very heavy punishment. It 
the jumped out of the car and began only meant if Bell was charged with or 
running. found guilty of further acts of violence 
"I started chasing one of the guys," on campus, he would face more severe 
Bell said. "I took out m pocketknife. penalties. 
But I didn't open the blade yet." But Bell was angry. "The guy was 
h do ou carry a knife? I asked breaking into my car," he said. "I know 
Bell. I did something wrong, but probation 
"It's a habit since I was little," he for the rest of my stay here seems kind 
said. of long." 
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Hav you gained any wisdom from all 
this? I asked, 
ell," he said, ''I don't carry a 
knife anymore." 
See? ven a college kid can learn. 
Editor's N o re: 
If you have questions regarding any of Pr ofessor 
Hyman's articles, please address them to: 
THE REPORTER, BOX 354, 
Room 521, 48 E. 26th Sr. 
New York 10010. 
Letters 
Poor Security at Baruch 
10 the Editor: 
In the September 22, 1983 issue or' 
The Reporter, there was an article on 
"Security Crackdown." The article stat­
ed that '·'security crackdown would be­
come effective on September 9, 1983." 
Students would have to carry their I.O.'s 
with them daily, presenting them at the 
entrance to all the campus buildings. 
The article also stated that posters would 
be displayed throughout all of the cam­
pus buildings as a reminder of the new 
enforcement. 
This endeavor was most effective for 
the month of September, with mostly 
in-corning freshmen wearing their 
I.O.'s, but as October rolled around
more and more students were: evadin� 
the visible 1.0. system - with the 
exception of presenting it to go to the 
library. 
As a concerned stl.ldent of security 
and safety purposes, I feel that the 
administrators who conjured up this 
feat, should have taken extra measures 
to ensure the reinforcement of security 
measures. 
I feel that we as students should pro­
test the security system at Baruch, be­
cause it is far from being up to par. 
Or, perhaps Harry McLaughlin, our new 
security chief, will come to the aid of 
this very serious issue. 
A Concerned Student 
More Photocopiers 
To the Editor: 
Today's REPORTER (Oct. 25, '83) 
deplores the paucity of photocopiers for 
student use in the College. In its enumera­
tion of copiers in the college buildings it 
does not list the two machines in the 
Reserve Book Room, Room 209 in 17 Lex. 
or the nine in the Reference Division of the 
Library, 6th floor, 156 E. 24th Street. The 
Reserve Room is open from 9 to 9 Monday 
through Thursday; the Reference Division 
the same hours and additionally from 10 to 
5 on Saturday. These machines are avail­
able for use by anyone; the cost is 10c 
per copy, and the user must provide his 
own change. 
The Library hopes the REPORTER will 
make this information available to the stu­
dent body. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Marguerite G. Kellogg 
Circulation Division 
How long is the blade on this knife? I Tuesday, Bell appealed his punish- Ed ir o,·, Nore: 
asked. ment to IIT. And he won. Thanks for rhe informat ion on rhe copi ers in the 
"Approximate! 4 inches long," Bell "They removed the indefinite pro- library. Please nore. howe,·er, rhar we kn ew of rhe ex-









As far as I know, pocketknives with warning, instead," Bell said. "I guess onephotcopierwasworkingintheReferenceOiv.ofthe 
, 4-jnch bl�des:�i:e not sta.ndar-9 is?ue for -_-;-t_t,_�y felt-tlcley-h�-�-t�-fo!),-50�:�lAJ�.': _ .-/if?,�}
a,st,wttk{t:J_oy .. Z}I. • .•• 
� � : .... �;: ; >·� �- >� . . : ,: �--�- ;._.,'
4
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Changes in Love 
By SANDRA ROBINSON 
You didn't believe me when I told you 
I said it before, 
Now you want me to say it again .. 
There were .times when you didn't want 
me to say it, 
Now you want me to say it again. 
You_put me through so much pain and 
agony 
At first I told you how I-felt it should 
be 
I wanted you, I thought you wanted me. 
There were times when I couldn't think of 
anything else to say, 
Now you want me to say it again. 
You say now, what I said before 
Why didn't you say it then? 
Now you want me to say it once more. 
There were times I had hoped for a true 
passionate devotion 
My vi_sion of that has become a blurred 
illusion. 
When I told you then ... you didn't believe 
me 
I'll be damned if I say it again. 
i=ree Health Workshops - Blue Cross/ 
Blue Shield 
" Nov. 29 - Holiday Stress 6pm to 7pm 
• Nov. 30 - A ssertiveness 1 pm to 2pm 
• Nov. 30 - Time Management 
6pm to 7pm 
• Dec. 6 - Sensible Eating 6pm to 7pm 
THE REPORTER 
At The Theatre 
By FRANK POTASH 
While the magic of a Broadway musical 
depends on lights and scenery to comple-
. ment the book and the acting, dramas can 
affect their audiences with the simple 
power of a good script combined with 
good acting. Sets and lights can help spice 
the evening,' but when an actor conveys 
emotion, the surroundings are rarely 
necessary. The· depth of the plot cir­
cu·mlocutes the need to make sure an au­
dience knows it's in an alley with a bunch 
oJ cats, or in a theater witnessing the 
casting of a chorus line. But heaven help 
the drama that is weak in either book or 
performance; no amount of glitter can save 
the show. 
Unfortunately, SECRET HONOR: The 
Last Testament of Richard M. Nixon is 
lacking in one of these two important areas; 
its book. Unless, perhaps, Rosemary 
Woods accidentally erased 18 minLJtes of 
crucial text. Written by Donald Freed, a 
prize-winning historian and writer, and co­
author Arnold Mr. Stone, who is noted as 
having researched over 200 b'ooks and 
documents on Nixor:i, the play is too laden 
with obscure details of the Nixon years -to· 
hold the audience captive. The play at­
tempts to present Nixon in a· more 
humanistic light, but are we really ex­
pected to believe that Nixon has dimmer­
controlled spotlights focused on portraits of 
Eisenhower, Wilson, and Kissinger? 
The play is an evening with Richard Nix­
on in his study as he dictates to his tape­
recorder-how clever! Philip Baker Hall 
gives it a real go as the illustrious rticky 
Dick, without the false voices and heavy 
frowning we've come to expect from com­
edians. Still, I found it very implausible that 
Nixon is running around in his study in 
New Jersey, as you read this, ranting and 
raving into a microphone. As a stage de­
vice, the idea of a single actor focusing his 
energy and attention onto an inanimate ob­
ject onstage is disastrous. Though I must 
commend Mr. Hall on a very powerful pre­
sentation, the eve.ning as a whole is rather 
boring. SECRET HONOR is playing at the 
Provincetown Playhouse in Greenwieh 
Village. , • , 
A little further downtown, at Soho's Ark 
Theatre Company, a wonderful production 
of Shakespeare's MACBETH may be found. 
Though the book is beyond commentary, it 
must be noted that this is a truly refreshing 
presentation of this classic. Beautifully 
directed by Rebecca· Guy, th.is proficient 
cast dived into the story with a perfor-
SHARE THE BARUCH- EXPERIENCE 
AS AN EVENING STUDENT·· 
November 28, 1983 
mance that brought the tale alive, and 
made Sliakespeare's prose as natural as 
modern language. Most notable were the 
perfomances of John Christopher Jones as 
Macbeth, and Randy Danson as Lady 
Macbeth. The fight s�enes, directed by B. 
H. Barry and Ellen Saland are convincing 
and frightening; the front row seats are not 
recommended for the squeamish! 
MACBETH is a great example of good 
book and good, acting complemented by 
(but not dependent on) a good set and 
lighting. The.simple set was vague in that it 
really didn't evoke an image of a specific 
geography, but with the show's excellent 
lighting, it wasn't hard to find oneself car­
ried away to the darker days of Scotland. 
For the Shakespeare devotee and critic / 
alike, this presentation is the crystal clear 
choice of these two plays hereby reviewed. 
• 
(:OM'E TO THE EVENING.CLUB FESTIVAL 
Thursday, December 1, 1983 
Globus Lounge ·360 Park Avenue South 
17th Floor. 
from 6:00 p.m.·to 10:00 p.m.· 
Buffet, Raffle and Music 
(This event is· sponsored by the E .S.S.A.) 
•w
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Common Wealth 
"At The Manhattan Womens 
Medkcal Center™ the finest 
gynecological care ls well.with­
in your budget." ™ 
ith th on laught of cold r ach r 
com s h h,b rnatton of 
II, not xactl h1b rnat1on, but 
pl 1n th1 c,ty don t actl gr t 
wmt r' chill 1th op n arms, and 
gr at outdoors become that pace 
hat ou must cros going from your 
apartm nt building to a ta I Or perhaps 
th blocks you must tra r e getting to 
our nearb subwa station If ou're so 
unluck as to It e n ar an ele ated line, 
th n wa1ttng on a windy platform el-
at s •ou to the !>talus of frontier man 
It should be I ar to ou b now that 
this transplant d ew nglander 1s not 
going to nd ou outdoors on our ne t 
COMMO AL TH journe In fact, 
"' ·re going to go somewhere familiar 
(and dare I a • comfortable?) - under­
ground I 
8 fore ou complain about some­
thing, ou ought to have a fair know­
ledge about the matter henever I 
h ar someone k etch about the sub-
a s, I merely think of the rest of my 
famil sho eling snow in the driveway, 
arming up the car engine while eating 
breakfast, and attempting to ice skate to 
work in a Ford Granted, the MT A could 
do a better Job, but the subway is an 
enormous system to operate, and per­
haps you'll never truly understand how 
big a ta k it ill be to improve until you 
realize how much work needs to be 
done Actually, ou should get to know 
ho much gets done every day, the 
mobility of o er 3 million people. And 
there 1s a place to learn these facts and 
more - t he ew York City Transit 
Museum 
Located in downto n Brooklyn at the 
inter ecuon of Schermerhorn and 
Boerum, in the no longer used Court 
Street station, the museum is con-
en1ent to all the downtown Brooklyn 
subwa stations. As you descend into 
the museum, you are welcomed by an 
old-st)•le token booth, where you may 
bu a token if you didn't happen to 
bring an The "fare" - 75 cents for 
adults, and 35 cents for children. The 
station 1s t n the classic I D style; a 
large mezzanine floor with the platforms 
and tracks a flight below. This mezz­
anine con eniently provides space for 
exhibits and a small theater, while old 







After pa ing your fare and passing 
through the turnstiles, the. first exhibit 
1s a chronolog· of turnstiles, starting 
\\ ith the early ticket takers from the 
IRT. ou ma have seen painted ver­
sions of these in the est Side IRT 
station , and not known what they were, 
but the two in the museum ha e been 
restored to their original oak finish 
The suggest an elegance that 1s hard to 
ftnd in toda •'s turnstiles with their 
1- tndergarten graphics A displa of 
token follows the turnstiles, and it 
includes the history of accompanying 
fares. not necessaril a pleasant exhibit. 
The nearb exhibit of maps 1s quite 
ra cina ing, particular! for map buffs, 
for It e,en includes an experimental 
map that led to the current one Though 
ome 01 the old maps are trul\ inter­
e ting for some e,en sho\, old ele ated 
lme long ince demolished I still favor 
the map used during the se ent1es. with 
1 st,, ltzed angular Imes Fan o · hts 
B FRA K POT ASH 
map \ ill be happy to learn that copies 
can be purchased at th mus um Al o 
a ailable are copies of other old map , 
all kinds of sou en1rs, and even old 
signs that ha e been removed from 
stations Perhaps ou'II be luck and 
find one from our nearb station! 
Just passed the souvenir concession 
and snack bar 1s the theater, entered by 
a doorwa that replicates the front end 
of an RR tram The narrated slide show 
presents the history of the subway, 
along with some current projects, and is 
r all quit informative. Do be warned; 
it does have an element of boastfulness 
that is not becoming to our problem-
riddled subways! El 
3\ esome - these are not small m ch­
anism I The most fun of all, how v r, 
are the old poster and advert1s ments 
found throughout the cars and the walls 
of the museum; these truly bring back 
memories As you e it the museum, you 
confront a veritable wall of old signs, 
some of which are from defunct lines 
and "els " Here you'll find my favorite, 
dating from 1964: "Follow the blue 
arrow for trains to the World's Fair." 
We offer a full 
range of services 
including prenatal 
care and the medi­




Also on display on the mezzanine is � 
the front quarter of a city bus, where � 
your children can "take the wheel." it 
ear this are photos of the many buses ==========��.:..!..:.!�� 
Now for those of you who were off­
ended by my "great outdoors" re­
marks, here's a little challenge. If 
you've never been to the Brooklyn 
Heights area, then I suggest that you 
visit the Promenade. (Just ask anyone 
ior directions.) This well th0ught out 
park is actually a shelf above a stretch 
of the BQE, and affords one of the best 
views of lower Manhattan and the 
harbor you'll ever find. It can be ro 
mantic in spring and summer, but even 
in the cold weather this handsome vista 
is pride inspiring. 
consultation with 
Dr. Andre Nehorayoff - our 
Board Certified Surgeon - is 
absolutely free of charge along 
with a pregnancy test and 
counseling. 
Our private facility is su­
perbly equipped assuring you 
of quality hospital care. 
that have traveled our streets, as well as 
the trolleys and streetcars they re­
placed. Here, too, you'll find a large 
3-D map of the subway system, showing 
all the different tracks and yards. And 
don't miss the exhibits on future sta­
tions and transportation systems, as
well as the demonstration on how the 
signals work. 
Next, follow the signs reading "Catch 
all the trains you missed," leading 
down the platform. Perhaps even more 
startling than the old cars themselves is 
the fact that every train in this station 
is graffiti free, unheard of in New York! 
It really does make you wonder why 
anyone would engage in this destructive 
activity. But catch your breath and 
examine the beauty on your right, one 
of the original BRT subway cars. (The 
BRT is what we now know as the BMT, 
the result of a bankruptcy reorganiz­
ation following a disasterous crash in 
1918.) This burgundy wood car is ex­
quisite with its sweeping end platforms 
(which survived as entrances before the 
current elevator-style doors). genuine 
leather straps, and rattan seats. Partic­
ularly beautiful are the driver's booths, 
open to the car with large windows 
which are etched with the BRT logo -
exquisite. One can sense that the pri­
vately held subways were once a symbol 
of pride for both their owners and the 
riders. 
Other than the BRT cars, tliere is a 
healthy sampling of cars that have 
been utilized over the years, including 
an experimental car, from the late 
forties, in which the notion of air-condit­
ioning was first considered. One of my 
favorites was the old Brighton Beach 
line car that featured the conductor in 
the center of the car, between two sets 
of doors How many of you remember 
rattan seats, bare light bulbs, open 
fans, and Miss Subways? It might make 
you feel old to be reminded of some of 
these things, but the service dates on 
some of these vehicles will reassure you 
that they were taken out of service not 
too long ago! I must say, however, that 
I found it rather odd to see cars I ride on 
IRT lines almost every day on display 
here. Are they, too, soon to be museum 
pieces? One can only hope! 
The center of the platform holds some 
displays, too, including a demonstration 
o the subway door mechanisms, and a 
wheel ruck from a subway car. To see 
the wheel truck al eve level is qui e 
Incidentally, my editor is encour<'ging 
me to write about things t0 do and see 
in the Baruch college area. Any sug­
gestions? Please feel free to share the 
COMMON WEAL TH! 
A
0
uthor's note: For further reading on 
the history of the subway, see "Up­
town, Downtown" by Stan Fischler. • 
Convenient evening & 
weekend appointments 
are available. 
FOR FREE CONSULTATION 
CALL (212) 473-6500 
The Manhattan Womens 
Medical Center 
115 East 23rd St. 
(Between Park Ave. So. & Lex.) 
New York, N.Y. 
"(.;ome see us - your well -





Natural Ice Creams@Ko,her 
300 3rd Ave. On the Corner of 23rd & 3rd Ave. 
Tel. 460-5613 
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African Cultural Week 
BY HORACE COX 
The African Students Association hosted 
the first of what they expect to be an annual 
cultural show_ over the week November 14 
to November 18 at Barucli. Many turned 
out in traditiof"!al garments to mark the oc­
casion. The Festivity included juju music 
(made popular here by King Sunny Ade) 
and other African sounds, similar in some 
respects to calypso. Juju has its own unique 
beat and the students enjoyed themselves 
as they socialized. 
Most of the art work on display were of 
carvings w_hich the students had brought 
from their country. Of particular interest, 
was the Oba of Benin made from bronze, 
which is on display at the museum in 
Benin. 0th.er works included dyed gar­
ments, beautifully woven with intricate, 
handsewn designs. Leatherworks with 
patches of goatskin adorned the walls of 
the Alley Lounge in the Student Center. 
Photographs ··were also ·exhibited de­
picting aspects of African life ranging 
from agricultural villages to skyscrapers, 
and showed various stages of develop­
ment. There seemed to be an emphasis 
on family traditions in the rural areas 
ar,d a· lot of commerce at local markets. 
''articularly impressive were the women 
dressed in resplendent attire wjth beauti­
ful beads, and bracelets adorning their 
lithe oodies. Most have their heads 
wrapped or were in intricate braids. 
Althqugh�the cancellation of the concert 
was a disappointment, the cultural aspect 
·was certainly �nriching. �iso on the agencja 
was a movie "Fes!ac '77" based on the sec­
ond World Black and African Arts Feitival. 
in Nigeria which inclt:ide·d ihe-participation 
of Africans from all over the world, notably 
Stevie Wonder from this country. 
The dub was revived in February,  
1983 after having been inactive for the 
last  5 years. The pre sident is-Mbobe 
"I 
\ - ' � 
Mwenesongole who has been its leader 
since its inception. He hails from Zambia, 
but is quick to point out that there is a wide 
cross-section of students from African 
co·untries, most of whom are students.on 
foreign visas. 
Acting o� his · own initiative after noting 
that the club had b_een inactive, he decid­
ed to call a meeting by notifying the Afri­
can community through posters. The re-
. sponse was very good; now the club num­
bers about70 members. "We want a 
strong African presence. We invite all 
Black students whether from the conti­
nent or abroad to join. Further, we want 
all students to know we are a people of 
dignity. This is the first attempt to reach 
the Baruch community, because we start­
ed out late last  semester and funding 
was inadequate . Even now we have been 
hampered somewhat; we have sponsored 
this event through our own funding as 
funds have only-�ecently been approved. 
We are slightly perturbed at the level of 
fun din g which we feel is inadequate, 
considering that most of us pay almost 
twice the average fee, and we intend to 
appeal to student government." 
Over the year the club intends to in­
vite speakers to·addre s s  students on 
African issues, hold mo.vies similar to 
the one which was shown, arid a:so hold 
perfor�ances by African dance troupes. As 
Mwenesongore ·sees it, "For most of us this 
is a learning experience, at the moment we 
are b'uilding the clµb apd later we �eek to 
become .more actively involved in an 
. outreach ,program, to-dispel the problems 
which have separated the Black communi­
ty worldwide. So far the time -frame has .· 
been limited, but we hope to accomplish 
much more in bringing about an apprecia­
tion and exchange of culture, ideas, et 
cetera.". ·• 
ATTENTION! 
We offer safe quality GYNECOLOGY 
& ABORTION services. Our Center 
ma1 ntai ns modern faci I ities and expert 
care by professional personnel. Free l,_
pregnancy tests are available. 
CALL NOW! (212) 758�6110 
Mon.-Sat. and evening appointments 
The Center for Reproductive & Sexual Health 
10 East 21st Street 
New York, New York 
The Fourth Chancellor 
Continued' from Page 1 
leges ot Uxtord his realm," Dr. Marguerite 
Ross-Barnett from the City University, read 
a citation and Miss  Everett and Mr. 
James Murphy-confe�red the degree on 
Sir Isaiah. 
The other recipient of honorary degree of 
Doctor of Humane Letters was Gwendolyn 
Brooks, the first black- author to win the 
PtJlitize,r prize in poetry (for" Annie  
Allen" in  1950). In  conferring the degree, 
Dr. Barnett, .praised Miss Brooks as" one 
of the most distinguished chronicle.r·s of 
the black people of this land, of the saga 
of their bondage -and of their struggle for 
liberty and djgnity." 
Joseph Lane Kirkland, was also a reci­
pient of the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Humane Letters. Mr. Kirkland, a- leading 
American labor union official, is the presi­
dent of the American Federation of Labor­
Congress of Industrial Organizations. In 
· the citation, Dr. Barnett said of Mr. 
Kirkland, "In a time in which the term 
solidarity has become synonymous with 
the right of individuals to exercise a mea­
sure of control over the conditions of  
their labor, your career and your contri­
butions to the American labor movement 
are vivid reminders of how central those 
rights are to a democratic soci_ety." 
At his inauguration, Dr. Murphy spoke 
in a somber tone as he compared New 
York City to "the first great city - the city of 
Athens." He told the audience that "it is in 
Athens that Socrates works in an urban 
public space in the Agora, the enormous 
market square in the center of the City, the 
42nd Street and Times Square of Athens. 
Everyone goes there. All sexes· and. ages 
and classes, people of all ethnic and 
political and ideological movements, they 
swar-m and push and press against each 
other."  
While not attacking the Reagan ad-
ministration as vehemently as the keynote 
speaker, Arthur Schlesi,riger, Dr. Murphy 
said· however, that the· current administra­
tion had transferred massive amounts of 
money from the public to the privat� sector 
quite rapidly, and · that the speed with 
which this policy had been l�gislated, "sug­
gests that new soluti9ns will· not come easi-- 1y." 
Dr. Murphy said that he beli�ved that this 
society has an obligation ·to provide the 
conditions under which equality of oppor­
tunity is possible. "Our university,"_ he 
said, "has been in the forefront of creating 
the conditions for, equal opportunity and 
upward mobility. "Equal ·opportunity," 
according to Dr. Murphy, "is _possible 
only when our society supports education 
that is expansiye and µniYersal, enhanc-. 
ing the power-of every· person to under­
stand the context of his or her life within 
l_arger historical and social perspec­
tives " 
, Pre�ident Segall, as well as P;ovost Philip 
Austin, and Deans Wilson anp Aaron were 
some of the representatives from Baruch 
College. Pr�sident Segall said that the 
. ceremony was very impressive and that a 
lot  of work  w h e n  i n t o  it, "A 
demonstration," he said, "thilt the peo­
ple who know the City University hold it 
in very high regard." 
According to,.Dean Henry Wilson,· he 
was pleased to be able to participate in 
such an historic occasion, as it was a once 
in a lifetime opportunity. "A lot of 
substance was placed-on Schlesinger's ad­
dress and the need for continuing support 
of public educa_tion, especially at the level 
of the Federal government and I think that 
is right," he said. Dean Wilson said that he 
was especially impressed by th£ 
Chancellor's address and that it shows an 
understar;iding of CUNY students which 
goes far beyond anything he had h·eard at 
such a level before. a 
Bargain basement 
art Supply prices up 
on the· I Ith Floor. 
Save on everything from acrylics to X-actos, 
from acetates to vellums up in our· 





352 Park Avenue South 
(between 25th & 26th Street) 
11th floor (212) 725-5555 il .'> 
Weekdays 8:30-6, Saturday 11-5:30 
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The comP.uter package 
so good others are ......... -g 
to imitate it! 
BUT THEY CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE 
For 1595 Ka)pro g1v }·ou a bu me · computer and word �roces or as 
complete .i.s machine co ung 2000 to 53000 more. That' a lot of money to ave 
on a full) funcuonal y tem--ready to go 
,, hen } ou take ll out of its box. 
It' very transponable. w1th all the 
hardware you need-2 disk dnves. 
9" momt0rof24 line x 80charaClers. 
64K RAM. profes ional keyboard. 
e en bmlt-m interfaces for a pnnter 
and telecommumcauons. 
Plus. CP/M '", Microsoft Basic'". 
and complete business and editonal 
oft� are-the 2 most popular 
word-processing programs (with 
spelling checkers). mail merge and 
IISl, games. and financial planning 
and general accounung programs. 
Come up today. We offer you enhanced file management for 
the Kaypro-you get the great Kaypro package with value added. 
And our staif programmers are ready for consultations. 
PUBLISHERS SUPPLY CENTER 
In Monhauon 853 Broadwa at 14th Street, 18th floor, New York 10003, 212 673-3210 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN 
Freshmen with superior academic records 




•FINANCE • ECONOMICS 
MAY QUALi FY FOR 
AN ACCELERATED PROGRAM 
TO EARN BOTH THE BBA AND MS DEGREES 
IN FOUR AND ONE-HALF YEARS. 
The Department of Statistics and Computer 
Information Systems is �olding an OPEN HOUSE 
for those interested in the program. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 3:00 - 6:00 PM 
ROOMS 430 - 432 26th STREET BLDG. 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
. 
cfAe 8n:awdlate 









juice & coffee 
HOME B AKED 
M UFFIN 
coffee to go 
COLLEGE 1.D. 










toast juice & 
coffee 
BU LLY BOY 
egg, ham & 
cheese on an 
english muffin 
juice & coffee 
Cornu of 23rd & Lexington Ave. 228-0052 
Open 7 days a week - 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. 
(MA��DOWN) 
BETTER MENS WEAR 
FOR LESS 
339 Park Avenue South at 25th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
982-7731'
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Carol Bellamy Addres·ses Baruchians •• IN FOCUS: Baruch alumnus 
BY BERNARD SAUNDERS 
BY SANDRA ROBINSON had checked out some other schools, had 
Carol Beffamy 
New York City in _the 80's-where do we 
go from here, was the subject of City Coun­
cil President Carol Bellamy's address as she 
spoke before a group of Baruch students 
and faculty members on November 3rd. 
At the conference, ·-sp0nsored by the 
Political Science Society, Ms. Bellamy's 
discussion was aimed to convince students 
that. the city is making changes. She sug­
gested that this is an ever revolving place 
for good and .for ba<;l and that we've had 
both. 
In retrospect of 1975, Ms. Bellamy re­
collected a major phenomenon. She stat­
ed, "The city was almost bankrupt. The 
demancl for services went up and accord-
r ingly, the need for money at the same 
time, the revenues were going down. 
Optimistic view of the 80's 
Good news is generally on the financial 
side in the 80's according to Bellamy. "The 
city is much stronger and we're in our 
fourth year of a balanced budget," Ms. 
Bellamy said. She believes the city will sur­
vive and prevail_ if there is a strong 
economic base. According to Ms. Bellamy, 
"that is the real �ey, jobs are crucial and 
.the strength is in the budget_,µ 
Three major Problems 
The first major problef11 is managing the 
city, according to Ms. Bellamy. A balanced 
budget deals with this problem. She stated, 
"the federal government loaned us money 
which we repaid on time with interest." 
She added that, "the federal . assistance 
allowed us to buy time. They ultimately 
got the in!erest on top of getting the loans 
back.!' Ms. Bellamy said, "The state did 
much more than the federal government. -
The major function.of the state is·to_fund 
the senior colleges of the City University to-
- day." She continued, }'unfortunately, the 
state line-items the senio� c9lleges which 
makes it much harder to. have some flex­
ibility in the city's budgeting process, as 
bad as it is for the community colleges." 
The second major problem is the city's 
infrastructure. Examples- of this are the 
roads, tunnels, bridges, and the subway 
system. According to· Ms. BelJamy, "The 
transit authority started a $7.5 billion 
reconstruction program which involves 
new equipment and repair. Ms. Bellamy 
commented on the following systems. 
Regarding subways, Ms. Bellamy said, 
"there are 1400 subway cars on order. 
They will arrive next spring a_nd will go_ to 
the IRT line." She added that, "By the end 
of this year, half of the buses on line will be 
new buse_s with lighter windows." 
"The economic changes which the city is 
going through will take some time to adjust 
to, particularly the transition froin a blue 
collar to a major seryice center will mean 
shifting demand in job skills." 
Other changes which she·_noted was the 
growth in demand for health care by the 
elderly, most of whom were poor. She said 
this came at a time when the Federal 
government had loosened its responsibili­
ty in this area, but that the eity and state 
governments were attempting to remedy 
the situation. 
James Pettiford 
James Pettiford is a 54 year old alumnus 
of Baruch College who entered the school 
i'n 1974. He graduated in 1979 with a · 
Bachelors degree in Business Administra-
tion. 
attended some others; I was quite impress­
eel by the instructors and the people at 
Baruch." 
He said,- "I think it was m0re or less the 
closeness of them. Th� instructors and the 
students; they seemed to care about the 
students learning s0mething." 
He went on to say, "I also found there 
was a wide variety of students from all 
walks of life, with a wide variety of interest. 
There, too, was a lot of closeness, 
more camaraderie, than at other schools 
that I had attended. Everyone seemed t.o be 
serious about the business of learning." 
Although Mr. Pettif�rd stated his fondest 
memory of Baruch, '!:rvas graduating after 
attenc;/ing night school for so long"; he 
spoke with warmth of his extra _curricular 
activity. He belonged to Sigma Alpha 
Delta, which he described as an "academic 
service gr9up for the Baruch community." 
As such, he worked in the bookstore, at 
registration and· Helpline. 
During the many years he spent at He was elected to its executive board as 
Baruch as a night student Mr. Pettiford held , a member at large in 1975. He said, "help-
a full-time job with the New York City ing to get the thing dff the ground, enlarg-
Department of Correction, from· which he ing its membership, being able to move to 
retired in March 1983 with the rank of cap- large and more spacious quarters was most 
tain, after serving 22 years. He also found rewarding." 
time to fullfill his role as a parent to his two He went on to say, "The Reporterused to 
sons. Acknowledging the difficulty of the give us, Sigma, a lot of play, as well as infor-
task that he had set for himself Mr. Pettiford mation abowt what was going on in the 
said, "it was hard, but it was something I community." 
wanted to .do." Like many Baruch students Mr. Petti-
Mr. Pettiford's quest for a formal. educa- ford recalled the difficulty he encoun-
tior, began after he-was discharged frqm the tered walking from building to building, 
service in 1953. It led him to the New York and just  catching trains to get to and 
University testing center; Howard Universi- from Baruch. None of which were strong 
ty, "for a couple of semesters"; New York enough to aet as a deterrent; he said, "I 
Community College, for a degree in retail- didn't want anything to st,md in my way. 
ing in 1958; .and finally to Baruch. I wanted that, graduation, to be primary. 
He sta.ted that he chose public education I had become obsessed in '77, '78, be-
for monetary reasons, and academic pur- cause so many people I had started with 
had left. That's when I started doubline poses. "My education extended over �O 
up·;'·put my head to the gri'ndston·e,te year�, probably longer; my youngest k,d 





�till retains a lively interest born the same year I graduated from New 
in Baruch. He recently attended the Mercer York Community", Mr. Pettiford recalled_ 
Ellington concert .. He stated that he would with a chuckle.. 
"definitely ree0mmend night school to '.'I chose Baruc;.h", he continued 
BOOKKEEPER ACCOUNTANT -:- Part ti�e or Full-time 
Minimum one year accounting study. or- book-keeping experience 
!'because I thought it was one of the best. t, those i�terested in continuing educatior � 
Wi¥"'J::1W'?f''."Ffi''>W�#fWFA'"�����.h'ffllitiWm".-WdWsK,m%.:��--'.'.'¾)'AA 
Night student ideal. Computer experience a plus. 
Salary is flexible. Call Angelena, 239-2039 10:00 a.nJ. to 6:00 p.m. . Baruch College Music 
Department Plans 
Fall Concert Series 
Arno_ld Epstein 
Continued from Page 1 
gotten otherwise. This was something 
that  he felt  deeply and he was very 
defensive of the college." 
In respect to Baruch's indebtedness to 
the college, City College also depended 
on Bernard Baruch. Often, Manny Sack?, 
then the Busines s  School Director, or 
Buell Gailagher,  then the Pres ident, 
would caJI . Harold Epsteil'I when _ the 
college had ··a reason tci' contact Baruch. 
And, if _tnere was a threat to the school, 
Baruch would wield his considerable in­
fluence. "He would fire off a Jetter to 
Governor Dewey or write 'an article or 
use his influence," Epstein says. "And 
he was not insignificant." 
Accordi�g to Epstein·, City College 
was extremely grateful to Bernarc;! Ba­
ruch. "I remember the time-when Buell 
Gallagher came to Baruch to propose 
that  they name the (business) school 
after him. i think I can remember the 
scene. Baruch was not a sentimental 
man,but this  rea
.
lly touched him. He 
really prized the  fact that the  school was 
named for him. This is borne out of the 
fact that he left part of his estate to the 
college." 
A s  a result  of h i s  r elationship with 
Bernard Baruch and City College, Ep­
stein has develo
.
ped interesting views on 
CUNY's importance. "I think Baruch 
(College) and the whole City University 
has become an important asset for peo­
ple l e s s  privileged/�a� , l :',:'.<l\}V.��� t_ 
went to school, although God knows I 
wasn't priyilege·d. But today, Baruch 
College and the city colleges generally 
. have become increasingly important as The Department of Music at Baruch 
gates, <;>pening the·way for people who College will  be sponsoring a s eries.of 
would not otherwise have a crack at an concerts during December. Members of 
education at all. I could not have go�e off the faculty will perform chamber works 
- to Harvardor Yale. l was a product of the by Morley, J.S. Bach, Telemann, and 
_ depression. If i t  �ad not been for City Debus s y  on Monday,  Decembe-r 5 at 
College, 1 might not have gone to school. 12:35 p.m., and will present a Brahms, 
· 1 think that it is even more so today. And clarinet sonata, a Haydn piar:io trio, and 
, ·that's a very vital, impo'rtant ro.le that a, · several Debussy r',li.ano four-hands sele1:, · 
I · th 1·f f tions on Wedn�sday, December 7 at 1 :50 school as an instituticir:i pays in e I e o 
society." p.m. 
For the final word however, Harold - . Milt Hinton will direct the Baruch Jazz 
, Epstein still defers to · Bernard Baruch Workshop at 3:00 p.m. ·on Monday, De-
when discussing City University. "Baruch - cember 12, and on December 13 at 12:40 ' 
gav�· a speech at the time t�ey named the p. m., rhe Bar·uch College Chorus wi 11 
school after him," explains Epstein. "IA a perform works by Dowland, Bach, Mo-
sense he described the school as·'}. tool of zart, and Mendelssohn under the direc-· 
· urban development. He talked about the tion of Professor Anne Sechwartz. Con-
city as the new frontier and the college as ducted by Arthur Chankin, the Baruch 
an instrument by which the frontier helps College Band will perform H andel'.s 
to ·meet the opportunities and responsi- Water Music Suite as well as selections 
bilities that society faces." • by Sousa and Marvin Hamlisch on Thurs­
day, December 15 at 2:15 p.m. 
, All concerts will be held in the Walter 
E. Nallin Recital H all, Room 1220, 17 
Lexington Avenue. The public is cordial­
ly invited to attend; admission i� free. 
JAMES BALDWIN's lecture has been 
rescheduled for December 6 in the Audi­
tori,om.·. 
Academi.cs 
Listing of Student Records 
· -In compliance with the Federal Educa­
tion Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 and 
the Board of Higher 'Education Students 
Records Access Polky, the College is mak­
ing av�ilable to all students -�oth a state­
ment of the policy and a listing of student 
records maintained at the College. The 
statement and li�ting are available in the 
Registrar's Office (Room 203, 24th Street) 
and the Office of the Dean of Students 
(Room 1702, 360 Park Avenpe South'). • 
Meeting of Graduate 
Committee 
on Acad'emic Standing 
The Graduate Committee on Academic 
Standing will be meet ing on Dec. -13, 
1983. This meeting is being held in lieu 
of the Janu ary meeting l isted in the 
Graduate Bulletin for the 1983/84 aca­
demic year. A ppeals for this meeting 
sl:iould be filed in the Office of Graduate 
Studies in room 910 of the 26th Street 
building by December 6th. • 
Extension of Beta Gamma 
Sigma application deadline 
Please be informed that the deadline for 
submitting applications for election into 
Beta Gamma Sigma Honor Society has 
beeri extended to ·Friday, December 2nd: · 
N 
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Football Violence 
Is It Beyond Control? 
R centl there has been a lot of public­
ity concerning iolence in the sport of 
tootball fhl!> topl , however, merits all 
the publtcit it r cei es when you con-
td r lh number of injuries that have 
occurred th, football season. 
The Auburn Tigers are ranked num­
b r 3 in the ational Collegiate Athletic 
ssociation ( CAA) despite losing a 
starting running back to a cardiac arrest 
,n late August Additionally, three 
metropolitan area high school football 
pla er ha e suffered serious injuries. 
One accident re ulted in the death of a 
hite Plains bo . The remaining two 
tragedies left a Bronx youth (George 
a hington High) and a e Jersey 
young ter quadraplegics. 
The e mishaps are compounded with 
th fact that Darryl Stingle 's book en­
titled "Happ Just to be Alive" is finally 
hitting the ne1 sstands In case there are 
any Rumplesttl kins reading, Darryl 
tingley wa leh paral zed from the neck 
down while playing in a game for the 
ew England Patriots in 1978. The colli-
1on "a unnecessary. The culprit, Jack 
Tatum of the Oakland Raiders has writ­
ten a book entitled "The Call Me Assas­
in "The man seems to be full of re-
mor e. 
I am not writing this article to suggest 
"a to pre ent these tragedies from 
happening, no. s long as men collide at 
high peeds from different angles ith 
the intent to maim, these injuries ill 
occur The onl a to stop the night­
mare from becoming a realit is to 
cea e from pla ing the game at all. 
Raise our hand if ou're an armchair 
quarterback, go ahead, don't be sh ; not 
e\ervone i mart enough not to pla the 
game. , ore power to . a. Lock ho eas 
it is to it there e ery Sunda and slug 
do n a couple of cold one . a be sec­
ond gue s the coach on a couple of occa-
ions. But do ,ou reall nm I hat goes 
on do" n in that field? \i hat really hap­
pen e1 ery Sunda that ) ou don t hear or 
see? ell, that's the point of the article; 
to educate ou in the iolence aspect of 
football. 
BY JOHN BAROUNIS 
My credentials alone show my com­
petence on the subject. I have played 
football on three different levels: high 
school, college, and semi-pro. I have 
coached at a top Queens high school for 
the past five years. I have also witnessed 
injuries, from severe concussions to 
groin pulls, shin splints to shoulder sepa­
ration. Why are these injuries so fre­
quent? 
"Pain is a part of the game" 
A football player is taught dedication 
and disciplihe from day one. He is taught 
that pain is a part of the game. Any 
player that does 'not condition himself in 
this manner will not be playing for too 
long. Often enough a player will com­
plain of little pains (concussions, lacera­
tions). The coach in turn becomes deaf to 
these complaints. 
Consider the cardiac arrest suffered 
by the Auburn player. Often a player 
cries 'wolf'. I don't think there is a 
football player in the world that enjoys 
doing wind sprints in 100 ° heat and high 
humidity. (If I had a nickel for every kid 
that complained to me, I'd be writing 
with a 24K gold pen.) As a result, he 
cries of a phantom pain. If the coach lets 
one go, a chain reaction begins. obody 
will be running. The coach, to defend 
himself from the potential catastrophe, 
tells the kids to keep running. So when it 
is brought to the attention of my high 
school coach that my ring and index 
fingers were shattered, he said with 
astonishing placidity, "John, do y.ou play 
the piano?" I looked at him in a quite 
peculiar wa and said, "Aaa, no, coach, 
I don't." "Oka then," he retorted, 
"don't worr about it." Don't worry 
about it! hand looks like ET's hand. 
In fact, compared to m hand, ET could 
have been doing Palmoli e commercials. 
So what if I'm ha ing problems writing 
this article. All I have is arthritis in two 
fingers. Sometimes, the consequences 
can be gra e. 
Th pain a p ct of football I al o 
d1r ctl link d to th ''intent to maim" 
that I a mentioned arlier Darryl Sting­
le 's fourth and fifth rtebrae were 
crush d due to the intent of Jack Tatum. 
Is Tatum totall at fault? 
When a player plays in excruciating 
pain, his temper is hort, his emotion 
high In ev ry play there is physical 
contact intensifying th pain. That player 
is now determined to make his adv rsary 
feel the sam anguish. 
In high school we took it a step further. 
Every week the defensive team would 
pool their money together and put a 
"bounty" on the opponent's top offen­
sive player. One week we faced the top 
quarterback in ew York City. During 
the game we were heckling him. Finally 
he turned to me (of all people) and said, 
"Hey, 87, I hope your mother gets can­
cer." Two plays later his achilles tendon 
was snapped. The college recruiters 
backed off because of the injury and to 
my recollection he never went anywhere 
(he's probably in Baruch). If he had kept 
his mouth shut he would have been in 
luck! Other oldies but goodies include 
"I hope your grandmother is dead." 
"You're a beadie-eyed devil." (I could 
never understand that one. My parole 
officer thought I was an angel! Just a 
joke, ha, ha). My counter-attack was 
based on the score of the game. Usually, 
I would point at the scoreboard and tell 
my opponent the score. Boy, did some of 
'em flip. 
When I moved up to the college level 
the intimidation was more mental. 
Threat were made outright to mak you 
aware of the dang r. Statements wer 
often made uch as "I'm gonna go for 
your kne s," or "they'll be call in' ya 
Darryl Stingley,-) r. if you catch that ball 
again." Some of th uppercla smen 
wanted me to take an anatomy·course so 
I could 'educate' myself to destroy some­
one's knee construction. (I should have 
taken it, Baruch would have accept d it.) 
I'm sure by now you'll sympathize 
with the truly dumb jocks now th"t you're 
more educated on what happens on the 
field every Sunday. 
You should be happy it's an armchair 
you're in, not a wheelchair. Darryl Sting­
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